
Dr. Chen MetaBooster—YOUR REPAIR KIT – ANTI-AGING! 
 Turn Back the Clock of Time!! 

 
Dr. Chen may have found the “fountain of youth” with this formula.  Before 
introducing this product, he ate 10 capsules a day for three years and turned back 
the clock for himself about 10 years!  Both Drs. Chen look amazingly younger since 
adding MetaBooster and the Refining and Lifting Crème to their regimen.  A 
sound metabolism is crucial to maintaining optimum health.  This specially developed 
formula acts not only as a “booster” to the metabolism but also as a powerful 
antioxidant.  This formula is for anyone who wants energy and a faster, more efficient 
metabolism.    MetaBooster helps to maintain the structural integrity of the 
membrane of the cell.  It also assists with the transport of nutrients into and out of the 
cell.  As we age, the cells divide and the DNA becomes less healthy.  In research, 
animals receiving the nutrients found in MetaBooster are living longer and healthier 
– their DNA is actually being repaired.  The cells have become more normal with 
increased energy at the core of the cells.  Better performance and longevity have 
been the result.  MetaBooster regenerates the mitochondria in cells.   
MetaBooster may prove to be one of our most exciting anti-aging foods for 
regeneration – allow two weeks to begin to see and feel the difference.    

• Supports all bodily functions that require energy.  Ideal for active people and 
those susceptible to stress. 

• Enhances metabolism deep down at the cellular level with an exclusive 
combination of ingredients that promotes the transformation of nutrients into 
energy.   

• Normalizes nitric oxide levels in the cells, which reactivates dysfunctional 
cells and regulates cell metabolism when under physical stress. 

• Contains an easily absorbable antioxidant, Alpha Lipoic Acid, to fight free 
radicals, help dissolve heavy metals and other toxic substances, and 
enhance the benefits of Vitamins C and E.  

• Decreases fat mass and waist circumference. 
• Contains essential amino acids to help support and improve the body’s 

natural immune defenses.   
• Could help improve memory. 
• Chelates chemo and radiation effects.  Shorten healing time from wounds. 
• Amplifies Quinary and other Sunrider formulas – called the 6th Basic! 
• Combine with Sunrise for clear thinking and energy – great for students! 

Ingredients:  
Niacinamide (B-3): Vasodilator, free radical scavenger, antihistamine;  
Helps normalize blood sugar levels, smoothes skin, helps form sex hormones, reduces 
auto- immune diseases, converts triptophan into seratonin in the body, repairs and 
regulates DNA, converts food into energy. 
Zinc: Assists with metabolizing of B vitamins –- healer, anti inflammatory, immune 
system building,  
anti-histamine. 
L-Arginine: A basic amino acid that increases nitrous oxide—relaxing blood vessels, 
another vasodilator; Helps to reduce blood pressure, #1 ingredient in sexual potency 
formulas -- Assists the body in producing growth hormone.  Studied for body’s ability to 
increase muscle mass and immune function. 
Carnitine:  Antioxidant, anti-toxin;  
Helps with transportation of fatty acids across mitochondrial membranes and maintaining 



cell structure; more efficient energy production in the cell, repels radio rays, nerve and 
liver regeneration. 
Magnesium Stearate: A necessary mineral.  
Alpha Lipoic Acid: ALA - Major antioxidant plus it recharges other antioxidants, for 
example, glutathione, and Vitamin C in that it enables the cells to utilize more oxygen.    
Exciting ingredient repairs mitochondria damage (energy producers in the cells and a 
major contributor to aging), heals mutations.  Recent study of rats concludes that 
carnitine and lipoic acid will lead to an improvement in the quality of living during the 
later stages of life by preventing free radical induced damage to proteins.    
L-Lysine: Most abundant amino acid in the human body -- about 2 lbs in the body at any 
given time.  It assists in the repair of damaged cells and helps to inactivate viruses and 
bacteria.  Found in beans and yeast - 3rd highest amino acid in muscles, needed for 
body to produce antibodies and enzymes.  Improves  absorption of calcium and may 
increase bone-building cells.  Studied for relieving pain, migraine headaches, and painful 
periods. 
 
Recommendation:  Take 1-2 capsules at mealtimes two or three times a day.   Start 
Slow, such as 2 capsules a day - fractions from food don't need a lot, but need a long 
time for results to appear.  Excellent with MetaShaper and Veros or Bella.  Call your 
MetaBooster your REPAIR KIT!!!         
 
 


